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Executive Summary 

For the past two weeks we stated that “Our ideal target zone for the correction is SPX2146-2069, which is a rather 

large price zone and purely based on ideal Fib-retracement levels for a 2nd wave, but since we don’t have enough 

price-data yet for this correction it’s what we have to content us with. And as long as SPX2148 holds the market 

can still be setting up for our “very bullish count”. 

As such we then upped the ante for the “Very bullish count”, but on Friday the market finally decided differently, 

which in fact makes our life now very easy: intermediate ii is indeed loud and clear underway. Our SPX2146-2069 

target zone remains and can now be narrowed down to SPX2117-2069, as the S&P500 closed at SPX2128 yesterday, 

and possible to SPX2120-2100 for an even narrower target zone.  

All TIs want to see more downside, while price, market breadth and VIX are all aligned and setup for good buy signals 

within the next days. 

How to trade this? 

Last week we suggested among others:  

1) [Long] stops can now be set at SPX2157, or used as a short-entry level for a drop to SPX2110. 

2) A break below SPX2148 should target SPX2117.  

3) Use these levels as short targets for aggressive traders. 

4) Long-portfolios can be hedged but please remember that downside targets in bull markets are not often 

reached. 

5) Adding longs in the SPX2140-2110 zone will be well-rewarded longer term we believe. 

Now the market is finally giving us the SPX2140-2110 zone, as a break above SPX2194 never materialized.  

We remain our SPX2350+/-25 target longer term.  
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Elliot wave update 

Our preferred count continues to be shown in Figure 1. With intermediate i at SPX2194 and price now in 

intermediate ii. Last week we thought it could already have ended after 13+ days of sideways market action, positive 

divergence and TIs dropping into the buy-zone. However, that was only the a-wave of the intermediate ii wave, 

which will likely unfold as an abc-wave, with wave-c now underway. Clearly the market wasn’t oversold enough yet. 

A simple c=1.618x a relationship (green arrow) targets SP2117, as we’ve had as our initial target for weeks now. This 

is also right around the 38.2% retrace of the SPX1992-2194 advance. SPX2117 is also right at the 2nd black trendline. 

In addition, we zoomed the chart out to 1 year and we can clearly see the SPX2100-2120 as being a very important 

supprot zone (blue box). Next lower support is at the green uptrend line. All TIs are pointing down wanting to see 

lower prices going forward. Hence, the SPX2100-2120, with SPX2117 remains our ideal target. 

Figure 1. SPX daily TI chart: wave c underway. Initial ideal target remains SPX2117 
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Market update. 

Looking at the INDU we also here see all TIs pointing down. Symmetry (green and gray arrows) target DOW17900, 

which is also key S/R (orange line) or DOW18000; respectively. We prefer the former as it also would target the 

lower dotted black trendline. These price targets match those for the S&P500. Please note that a lower open and 

close on Monday means price will trade entirely outside its lower Bollinger Band and that almost always leads to a 

counter trend rally (see August 2015 low and recent June –BREXIT- low). Price is still in our (Red) OBV-buy zone, 

which is not randomly chosen but based on the levels during the nasty August 2015 and January 2016 corrections. 

Each time OBV reached this low it paid off to buy (and hold) for the longer term. But with no TIs pointing back up, 

further downside has to be expected first. 

Figure 2. DOW daily TI chart; very bullish count off the table. Market getting much oversold.  
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A look at the daily NYA chart shows a c=1.618x relationship targets just a bit below Friday’s close (~$10,550). Of 

course c-waves can extend (2.618x a is not uncommon), but we also here observe important S/R at that same level. 

Note that the lower green up trend line of the trend channel price resides a bit lower at $10,500. This would also fill 

the early-July gap, and since 2nd wave often find support at around the top of the prior one-degree lower 1st wave 

(green 1), that target would make sense. Although possible, the breakaway gap from late June after the BREXIT low 

will likely not get filled, similarly to the gap from early-February not being filled. However, we have to content us 

with an ideal A.I. sell signal (note: non-ideal on the SPX and DOW; strongly suggesting b-wave top and c-wave 

decline), and as such price could go much lower. Next support is in that case at $10,300. 

Figure 3. NYA daily TI chart; Support at around $10,500.  

 

Bottom line: all indices are expected to see lower prices over the next days. A 

bottom may however soon be in place given the setup of the technicals, Support 

levels, and market internals. 
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Market breadth 

The break above the dotted trend line of the SPXMO (McClellan Oscillator of the S&P500) didn’t hold and market 

breadth fell below it fast. So fast, in fact, it closed outside the lower Bollinger Band and entered our “buy able zone”. 

Normally a close outside the lower BB followed by a close inside is a good buy signal. However, an even better signal 

is two consecutive closes below the lower BB and SPXMO with readings <-60, as this is most often followed by a 

large up move on the 3rd day. With the prior analyses of the price charts, it sure looks like the market is setting up 

for this. The Summation Index of the MO (SPXSI) is following that same possible script as its RSI14 is now almost at 

10, which during this bull means a bottom is very close as things are getting too oversold. We often do see positive 

divergence before a sustained rally occurs, which would mean a lower low after only a bounce, but it is not necessary. 

Figure 4. SPXMO failed to break out, closed below its lower Bollinger Band. SPXSI reaching historical bottom levels. 
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Similarly to the MO and SI, the SPXA50R (percent of stocks in the S&P500 above their respective 50d SMA, is dropping 

rapidly to buyable bottom levels (25 and below). This confirms the market is getting much oversold both per TIs on 

price charts as well as per market breadth indicators. 

Figure 5. Percent stocks above their 50d SMA in the S&P500 is dropping rapidly to buyable bottom levels. 

 

Bottom line: market breadth is reaching make or break levels and can get into 

certain setups over the next days that will mean a tradeable bottom is in place. 
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Miscellaneous 

Despite all the side-ways price action of late, and Friday’s sell-off our long term simple moving averages chart (LT-

SMA) continues to improve and is now almost 100% bullish. Remember, it was full blown bearish until mid-March 

and didn’t turn decisively more bullish until early June; when ALL LT-SMAs turned back up. Hence, the market is now 

per the SMAs in a strong bull believe it or not. 

Even the Short term (ST-SMA) hasn’t changed much, but since it is much more sensitive than the LT-SMA chart, it 

will likely deteriorate over the next few days.  

Hence, these charts continue to foretell short and long term upside supporting our preferred Elliot Wave count.   

Figure 6. LT-SMA chart almost 100% bullish   ST-SMA chart 70% Bullish.    

 

Below is how a 100% bullish chart look likes, everything points up. Price > fastest SMAs > slowest SMAs. 

 

  

The “Ebola scare” correction 

in 2014 didn’t even register 

on the LT chart! 
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The VIX had the largest 1-day percent increase (40%) since the August correction (46%). During the BREXIT correction 

the VIX increased 37% in 1 day. Hence, is the VIX getting ahead of itself? In addition, we all know that each of these 

extreme readings let to new highs in the markets sooner or later. Moreover, the VIX now closed firmly outside its 

upper Bollinger Band thus again setting up for a perfect “sell the VIX, buy the SPX signal”.  

The CPCE (put/call ratio) –our contrarian indicator- surged to 0.78 on Friday, from a 0.50 reading on Wednesday. 

The latter is our “top is imminent” level, but the CPCE hasn’t reached our “bottom is imminent” level, which is >0.90. 

However, another down-day on Monday, as expected per the price chart’s analyses, should get us close to the point 

where too many traders are bearish, and the market will reverse course, just like it did when the CPCE was at 0.50 

and too many traders were bullish: the market punishes the majority or else it can’t work. 

Figure 7. VIX breaking out, setting up for a “Sell the VIX, but the SPX” signal. CPCE not yet extreme. 

 

 

BOTTOMLINE: The VIX, the SPXMO, and actual market prices are all setting for “a 

bottom is imminent”. Moreover, all three are aligned (there’s not one playing a 

different tune). This is a rather unique and therefore strong alignment and set up 

that –when all 3 respective buy signals fire- will mean a strong bottom is in place. 
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All 2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 
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